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Global Citizenship
Scholarship 2020

Visit of Our Revered Guru Ji
The gratifying visit of our Respected
Guru Ji Revered Dr. C. B. Satpathy Ji
on 26th September filled everyone with
a joyous & positive spirit. He spent
some qualitative time in the campus
took round of the school building & understood the functioning of the school in
the changed scenario.

International
Astronomy &
Astrophysics
Competition
SSPS takes pride in sharing that one of
its meritorious students Shrashti Mittal
of class XII 2019-20 won a Bronze
Medal in International Astronomy and
Astrophysics Competition. The competition comprised of three rounds to
qualify where questions based on Astrophysics, research based questions &
Numerical were asked. There was a
thesis-based question paper round
and an online exam
of 40 minutes to be
completed. Shrashti
stood among the
first 20% of the participants and was
awarded the Bronze Shrashti Mittal with

Work hard in SILENCE, let Success make
the NOISE’
Shirdi Sai Public School celebrates the success
of one of its meritorious students, Vedant
Agarwal who is offered a prestigious Global
Citizen Scholarship 2020, organized by Global
Indian International School, Singapore
Out of 10 students selected every year Vedant
is the only student from the city of Moradabad
to secure a seat for himself. When asked about
the success mantra , Vedant responded that the
love & support of my FAMILY & SCHOOL,
my constant hard work, discipline & consistency altogether in right proportion did all the
magic. Vedant aspires to be a Robotic Engineer
in future.
The Management, Principal & the School staff congratulates Vedant for
his GRAND success. The Founder Principal when asked about Vedant’s
success story, delightedly responded that "It is a moment of pride for all
of us in the school when students experience such outstanding achievements. Our focus is on nurturing Leadership skills and enable the students
to think critically, synthesize knowledge, reflect on their own thought
processes and excel in multi-disciplinary thinking."

A budding Writer in SSPS family
It is a moment of great joy and jubilancy for all
the members of SSPS that our dear SAIITE Simardeep Singh Gandhi has written a book. It is
titled as "Petals of moon" and is all about pain,
love
and
healing. The book has been
published by
"book squirrel publication and
launched on
20th July 2020.
Its live on Amazon and other online stores and
is available worldwide...
The link for getting your copy booked is:

https://www.amazon.in/
dp/8194637856
SSPS family wishes the new budding
writer all the very best for his future
success.
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First Inter House
Virtual Quiz
SSPS conducted the FIRST
EVER virtual Quiz in the city of
Moradabad with the theme
'Incredible India'. The students of
Class IX - XII participated in it.
They showcased their brilliance
by rapidly answering the questions with confidence.
SSPS encourages such positive
competitions & hopes to bring
out the Best in all its students.

DRAWING
COMPETITION
-organized by 'Khatri Welfare Society'
Success seems to be connected with
action. Successful people keep moving even in adverse situations".
SSPS is proud to share that Kavya
Agarwal of Class VI won a 2nd
prize in DRAWING COMPETITION organized by 'Khatri Welfare
Society' on 1st August.
The school wishes Kavya good luck
for her future endeavours.

Virtual
Ganeshotsava
Celebration
Festivals inform, educate, bring people together, break the monotony of routine and
give us a chance to
reenergize our body,
mind and spirit.
The students of Shirdi
Sai Public School
celebrated Ganesh
Chaturthi with great
pomp and gaiety at
their home.
The virtual celebration
included narration of
stories, rhymes, dance
performances, singing of Ganesh Arti and making of Ganesha with available
resources at home. The children have enjoyed thoroughly in exhibiting their
dancing & artistic talents to showcase their love for LORD GANESHA.

Krishna
Janamashtami Celebration
Janmashtami or Gokulashtami was
celebrated with great cheer on virtual
platform. Our students brought alive
the episodes of Krishna Leela through
Mother and child dance performances
and left the audience spellbound. The
little rockstars expressed their love and
devotion for Lord Krishna by reciting
poems, and narrating stories/ Most of
the toddlers were dressed up as cute
Kanha ji and Radha ji and shared their
colourful images with the Teachers.

Online Inter School Aerobic
Dance Competition
On the occasion of National Sports Day ie 29th
August 2020, an Inter school Aerobic Competition
was organized by Gandhi Nagar public school.
Manvika Singh from SSPS participated in Category
A & secured 3rd position. She with her exquisite
dance moves won the appreciation of all the

Judges.
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AISSE Result 2020
"The joy of accomplishment is the result of perseverance, punctuality
and practise."
It was a joyous moment for Shirdi Sai Public School when Class X
Board Result 2020 was announced. It was indeed the result of the tremendous hard work done by not only the students but the entire Teaching
Staff and the Management who stood by the students in all situations and
provided them the right guidance & mentoring to hit the nail at right
place.
The School Topper was Akshara Gupta with 98.6% and second Topper
was Abhineet Agarwal with 98. 2%.
A list of students secured perfect 100 in different subjects & their names
are: Abhineet Agarwal S.Sc & Computer 100, Niharika Chaudhary Computer & Hindi 100, Shubhra Dhariwal Computer 100, Simardeep Singh
Computer 100, Kaaviya R.M Computer 100, Anushka Sharma Computer
100, Kamakshi Dhaka Hindi 100, Aroma Narang Hindi 100, Vedant
Agarwal Hindi 100, Priyanshi Chillar Hindi 100, Akshara Gupta Science
100, Abhay Jasaiwal Maths & Painting 100.
SSPS is proud of all its Class X Scholars & wish them all the best for
their future endeavours.

YOU
are
Akshara Gupta
98.6%

capable
Of
Amazing
Things

Abhineet Agarwal
98.2%

Online Flier Making Competition

Online Video Making Competition

Accept the challenges, so that you may feel the
EXHILIRATION of VICTORY'.
Online Flier making Competition was held on
___________________for class VI students where
the children exhibited their creative talents & came
up with beautiful fliers displaying strong positive
affirmations that we all need to chant each day to
bring in positivity in our lives. The winners were
awarded with E– Certificates.

"The only way to discover the limits of the possible,
is to go beyond them into the impossible".
The students of Class IX participated enthusiastically
in Online Video Making Competition held on 29th
June 2020. Video making is one such skill which most
of the students have developed specifically during this
pandemic.
Every participant's efforts were highly appreciated.
And the winners were rewarded with E– Certificates.

Virtual Guru Poornima Celebration
SSPS has always believed in MOVING ON irrespective
of what the situation is at hand, and the presence of its
team for Virtual Group Parayan has proved the same. All
the members of SSPS family dressed in beautiful attires
got connected to BABA and with each other. The celebration included BABA KA SNAN with Mantra Ucharan,Sringar, reading of SAI SATCHARITRA, SAI ARTI
& melodious SAI Bhajan. SAI devotees also shared their
“Experiences with SAI”. In the end Ms. Nalini Arora
filled all the devotees with spirit of positivity and love
for SAI, for their own self and for their work. She encouraged all by saying that “we all have angels in life”
whom we must recognize and appreciate and we all
should try to find THE GOLD in us and work on it. Baba
is always with us and HE comes whenever we call him
with a true heart. It was a divine day well spent by all.

Glimpses of Virtual Celebration of Guru
Poornima
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School Foundation Day

Pratham Gupta
97.8% (PCM)

Aryaman Jain
97.6% (Commerce)

AISSCE Results 2020
"Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of hardworking efforts."
Shirdi Sai Public School celebrates the
moment of glory with the arrival of
Class XII Board Results 2020. The hard
work and determination of students has
bloomed in flying colours.
The topper of the school is Pratham
Gupta who secured 97.80 % from PCM
while the Second Topper is Aryaman
Jain with 97.60 % from Commerce
Stream.
There are 3 students who secured perfect 100 in different subjects :
Aishwarya Vishnoi in English 100
marks, Sunakshi Bhutani & Shubh Porwal in Painting 100 marks.
Almost 19 students secured 90 + as an
overall percentage.
SSPS feels proud of all its class XII students and congratulate them for their
meritorious performance and for bringing accolades to the school.

The Foundation Day at Shirdi Sai
Public School was celebrated on
17th July with great enthusiasm.
The Management, Teaching and
Non-Teaching staff of the school
got together and offered their
prayers by performing HAWAN.
Our Trustee Mr. Manoj Ahuja
graced the occasion

Investiture Ceremony 2020
'Anyone can steer a ship but it takes a leader to chart the course.'
On 17th July, The Investiture Ceremony for newly appointed Student
Council 2020 was conducted on a VIRTUAL platform.. It was a
proud moment for the school as the deserving young talents of SSPS
were bestowed with the responsibility of leading their School from
the front with their commitment, confidence and competence. On this
solemn occasion the young students were all prepared and donned the
mantle of leadership and discharge the responsibilities entrusted upon
them by the school.

The School Student Council 2020-21
Post

Wing 1

Wing 2

Head Boy
Head Girl
Cultural Captain
Sports Captain

Dev Popli
Suhani Bhatia
Ishika Garg
Harsh Yadav

Dhruv Agarwal
Vanshika Jaiswal
Krishna Chhabra
Lalit Yadav

House Captains
Shraddha
Saburi
Sadhna
Samarpan

Aishwarya
Vishnoi
English 100

Shubh
Porwal
Painting 100

Sunakshi
Bhutani
Painting 100

Gauransh Bansal
Ananya Agarwal
Sarthak S. Dhaka
Giriraj Dhyani

Siddhant Sharma
Madhavi Khanna
Yuvraj Singh
Aman Khurana

You are your only LIMIT..

Doodling Competition
SSPS organized Doodling Competition for Class IX & X on
the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi. The students participated
whole heartedly and expressed their divine love for LORD
Ganesha. The winners were awarded the E– Certificates by the
school.

Students’ Corner

The Heart of
a Tree
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and years that fade and flush again;
He plants the glory of the plain;
He plants the forest's heritage;
The harvest of a coming age;
The joy that unborn eyes shall see—
These things he plants who plants a
tree.
What does he plant who plants a tree?
He plants, in sap and leaf and wood,
In love of ho me and loyalty
And far-cast thought of civic good—
His blessings on the neighborhood,
Who in the hollow of 'Its hand
Holds all the growth of all our land—
A nation's growth from sea to sea
Stirs in his heart who plants a tree.

What does he plant who plants a tree?
He plants a friend of sun and sky;
He plants the flag of breezes free;
The shaft of beauty, towering high;
He plants a home to heaven a nigh;
For song and mother-croon of bud
In hushed and happy twilight heard—
The treble of heaven's harmony
These things he plants who plants a
tree.
What does lie plant who plants a tree?
He plants cool shade and tender rain.
And seed and bud of days to be

Ansh Raghav(8-D)

Those Days
Those were the days
When whole day we used to slay
We played in the park
Until the sky became dark
We woke up early in the morning
After lots of moms warning
Rushing towards the bus
And creating that fuss
Sitting on the last chair
And playing truth & dare
Those talks with best friend
Which didn't had any end
When it was the time for lunch
We used to sit in a bunch
Those hands in one box
Those fights like cats & dogs
Those days will come again
When our gossips will re begin
Till then,
Follow all the rules and regulations
And prefer more and more precautions
Devanshi Sharma (9-B)

Only A True
Friend
Only a true friend
Knows our negatives and positives
And guides us like a true companion
They are the only one who can change
our whole world
We are never ready to listen whoever
told Dare to ask us
Right to keep hand in our pocket
If my friend is with me
I can even travel in a rocket
Thank you

Your Best
If you always try your best
Then you’ll never have to wonder
About what you could have done
If you’d summoned all your thunder
And if your best
Was not as good
As you hoped it would be,
You still could say,
“I gave today
All that I had in me”
Navya Sehgal (6-B) Wing-1

Made By Bhavya Gupta VC

Prince Prajapati (2 A)

Students’ Corner

A Silver
Lining

My sister
"She is an angel in my life
who creates trouble in her life
She thinks grandma loves her more
She doesn’t not know that she is a moron
She is my sister
who saves me from the sinister
We have fought from day one since I
came in her life
and it will continue till the day I leave
my life
Words are less, feelings are more
I can't describe her anymore
I love her from the bottom of my heart
She never understands this is an art
Even though i might not say
I appreciate for all you attain
Richly blessed is how she feels
having a brother just like me."
Dhruv Agarwal (XI A)

Grey was the sky above me,
Dark heavy depressed clouds swam like
a lonely blue fish.
Rain drops were falling as if clouds were
shedding tears continuously.
And the darkness refused to vanish.

Made By Mahi Jain 10 A

Wake up or
Fall asleep
She is a greaven image of sacrifice,
With a little bit of fire and whole lot of
ice.
The demon never respects her,
And it reminds me of that rusty gate,
Which is ready to shout but has a junky
gaze.
I can see those birds in a cage,
Which is like a prison that no one can
escape.
Everytime when the sound of silence is
raised,
It is being misrepresented in the paper
it is placed.

Made By Sarina Naz IX B

Science is like
Writing
In science I held up a prism.
The sun made a rainbow
on my book.
Our teacher explained
about bending light.
My friends all came to look.
Science is like writing.
A poem takes white light in me
and breaks it into colors
for everyone to see
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The night takes forever to end
And the darkness is shadowing all my
happiness
I stand on a sea shore searching for my
stars, dear friend
But there seems no breaking point of this
darkness.
But forever is an incorrect concept
And every cloud has a silver lining.
There will be a time when sun will set
Swallowing our sickness and sadness
and suffering.
At that time the bright rays will
enlighten us,
And the rain drops will emerge as silver
pearls falling from heaven
Blazing colours of rainbow will fill the
vacuum created by loneliness
And the good will triumph over evil.
Anshika Agarwal (XI A)

Now she has to be a competitor,
When the entire world is a maze.
And has to break the bars of her own
cage,
Whether she misfits in the society or
she weeps,
She has to decide,
She will wake up or fall asleep.
Khushi Singh (XI-A)

Made By Manasvi Tyagi 10B

Navya Sehgal (6-B)

Made By Nalin Madan 6B

Made By Manasvi Bansal 7 B

Students’ Corner
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Rain

Made By Vaishnavi Trivedi IX C

Save Water,
Save Life
Water is one of the nature’s precious gifts to
the mankind. The volume of the human body
is 2/3rd water. It clears the importance of water in our lives as every creature on the Earth
requires lots of water. Hence saving water is
our responsibility. Only 3% of water on the
Earth is fresh water. We need to save it at all
cost.
Here are some water conservation tips.
Use bucket of water instead of shower while
bathing, Turn off the tap properly after use
Be a leak detective!
Collect rain water in buckets
Don’t play with water
Suhani Gupta (7-B)

Teachers
Teachers,
Paint our minds
with their rainbow colors.
They guide our thoughts
and advise us on our faults,
to become a better human
They inspire us with love, knowledge, and truth.
They light our paths
And lead our youths.
They brighten our futures,
with every lesson they teach.
May their smiles only brighten,
with every goal we reach.
Amogh Agarwal ( 3rd-A)

Little little drops of rain
We never get pain
Sand makes the land
We drink the rain water with our hand
We ride the bicycle with slow motion
Rain water makes the ocean
Silver drops of water are gracious
Rain water is very precious
Rain falls in the month of August and
September
We shouldn’t waste water throughout the
year
When people waste water, it’s a sin,
Who saves the water he wins
Rain, rain, rain don’t go away
Rain, rain, rain makes us happy
Rain, rain, rain I hope,
you will come again
Yuv Vikrant (5-C)

Made By Roshita Gill IX D

Don’t be
tensed
To work from home is our agenda
To stay at home is our aim
Your novels are getting bored,
just pick and read them
No time is better than today
Music system is dusty,
care for your coming out belly
Remove the dust and
twist your waist
Don’t open the doors of home
Don’t be a guest of COVID at his home
It is an intruder in our beautiful world,
and if you are ever tensed,
just have a look,
Look at the plethora of flowers,
Look at the rain drops,
Look at the birds,
as they are the bliss of solitude
Vaishnavi Tyagi (9-A)

Made By Riya Chauhan XI A

Sharing Is
Caring
Sharing spreads joy amongst others. It helps a person to build social
skills which are well required. It
also helps to make a person empathetic and the person starts to care
about others. In Chapter 2 of my
book Eva Taught a lesson to Janko
that we should be happy with what
we have and Monica also told him
that we have to learn to share the
space we have. The practice of
sharing makes us understand when
someone else is in need. We learn
to sacrifice something for some
greater good to someone else
which makes us humble and caring. Sharing not only shows that
you care for others but also helps
in self-development as a human
being throughout life. That is why,
“Sharing Is Caring” means we care
when we share something.
Rabhya Srivastava (6-C)

Made By Samridhi

Goyal IX B

Students’ Corner
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Examination Bane or Boon
AKASHI AGARWAL (VII-A)

Made By Rabhya Srivastava VI C

Depression
Its a dark room of pure blackness,
A realm in your mind, consisting
only sadness.
No escape,
Like your mind losing its shape.
It is what one feels in depression.
Your body is not active,
Your brain, uninteractive.
Dead inside,
Inescapable dread, negativity
Each day, it gets darker,
Life becomes harder.
Forced smiles,
Temper, fragile.
Broken dreams, nightmares,
Happiness is rare.
They seek light, now and then,
Waiting for the endorphins to get
mend.
In search of a helping arm,
To rub away all the harm.
Waiting to get back, their lost
emotions,
This what really is depression.

Ask any generation, and they will be able to relate to the message of the
blockbuster movie- 3 idiots.
Education is an integral part of the Indian society, and exams are an integral part of the Indian education system. If we take a survey of whether
there should be examination system in our education or should we have
non-assessment structure like the European countries, some will say there
shouldn’t be examination for the below mentioned reasons.
First of all it doesn’t truly check a student’s capability as it’s very difficult
to judge someone on the basis of a 3 hour written paper. Secondly, not everyone is good at academics, some have great convincing skills. Third, exams create pressure on the students. Furthermore if the results are not as
one had expected, a student can feel rejected or in worst cases, take negative steps. Fourth, exam results create a rift/division between students, dividing friends. Fifth, rote learning just to pass tests does not help a student
understand and solve real-world problems.
Despite above reasons, I strongly believe, exams should be held for many
reasons. People become accustomed to immense pressure and hard work
due to lot of competition in class. Additionally, it teaches the students to
perform under pressure. Exams bring us face to face with our strengths and
limitations in our academics and personality. Lastly, if it were not for the
exams, students would seldom bother to learn on their own. Just by rereading and self-study many students end up understanding the concepts.
But a little change in the assessment style can do wonders like Interesting
projects, hands on experience, experiential learning, can not only change
the outcome of examinations, but also prepare the students for the future
hurdles that they may face in life.

Daksh Saraswat (VII-A)

Made By Suhani Gupta VII B

Made By Vaishnavi IX C

Made By Vaishnavi Trivedi IX C

